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A single dad and a little girl learn the magic of cooking to bring families together in this
manga that inspired a hit anime. Ages 13 and up. Teacher Kouhei is a single father who is
terrible at cooking. His adorable little daughter Tsumugi barely remembers the cooking of her
mother, who's passed away. But, then, the pair comes across a teenage girl eating rice balls
and crying (in joy?) at the park. She takes Kouhei and Tsumugi to her mother's restaurant,
where they taste their first home-cooked meal in ages. A tribute to the power of food to bind
people together.
As an NHL player, relationships haven't been my thing. Shrouded in secrecy and speculation,
they never last very long. But then that's what happens when you require an NDA before the
first date. Until Charlene. She's like a firefly. She's elusive, and if you catch her she'll burn
bright, but keeping her trapped dulls her fire and dims her beauty. I caught her. And as much
as I might want to keep her, I'll never put the lid on her jar. Not at the risk of losing her. So
I've let her set the rules in our relationship. But as long hidden secrets expose us both, I
discover exactly how fragile Charlene is, and how much I need her. We're all broken. We're all
messed up. Some more than others. Me more than most.
A lost ring brings together two wounded souls̶a youth minister haunted by the past and a
spunky church custodian̶in this heartwarming romance from the bestselling author of The
Librarian of Boone s Hollow. Kim Vogel Sawyer is an amazing storyteller who crafts each
of her stories with page-turning excitement and rich character development. ̶Tracie
Peterson, bestselling author of the Golden Gate Secrets series Growing up in the foster care
system, Jase Edgar always dreamed of one day starting his own family. But his fiancée's
untimely death shattered his plans. Moving to Kansas and serving as a youth minister should
be a fresh start, but he can't seem to set aside his doubts about God's goodness long enough
to embrace his new life. Newly-appointed church custodian, Lori Fowler is battling her own
challenges. Her strained relationship with her father and her struggles with overeating
convince her she's not worthy enough for love. When an Amish weaver enlists their help
locating the owner of a ring found among the donated clothing she uses as fabric, Jase and
Lori find themselves drawn to each other. But will they be able to release the past and move
forward from this moment into a joyful future?
The Reforming Of Matthew Dunn by Virginia Kantra released on Sep 24, 1998 is available
now for purchase.
The Place of Sugar in Modern History
The Freedmen's Book
Foreplay
The River Witch
The Door Into Fire

Haylee Jordan is no stranger to heartbreak. Growing up, she quickly learned to fend for
herself. And after a hellish night in high school, she knows the only way to keep her heart
safe is to keep everybody else out. Ryan Porter considers himself married to the military.
After losing his father and brother at a young age and witnessing the subsequent downfall
of his mother, Ryan has sworn off any semblance of love. After Ryan helps Haylee out of a
sticky situation, the two find themselves growing closer. But with Ryan's impending
deployment and Haylee's trust issues, they vow to never let it become something more. But
Ryan quickly finds himself falling for Haylee. And Haylee is unable to deny that Ryan
makes her happier than she's been in a long time. Will the two of them be able to overcome
their pasts and open their hearts? Or will they always be determined to keep everyone at a
safe distance?
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Fall in love with this emotional New York Times bestselling romance between two tortured
souls who find their chance at happiness in the most unexpected way. I wanted to lose
myself in the small town of Pelion, Maine. To forget everything I had left behind. The
sound of rain. The blood. The coldness of a gun against my skin. For six months, each
breath has been a reminder that I survived -- and my dad didn't. I'm almost safe again.
But the moment I meet Archer Hale, my entire world tilts on its axis . . . and never rights
itself again. Until I trespass into his strange, silent, and isolated world, Archer
communicates with no one. Yet in his whiskey-colored eyes, something intangible happens
between us. There's so much more to him than just his beauty, his presence, or the ways
his hands communicate with me. On me. But this town is mired in secrets and betrayals,
and Archer is the explosive center of it all. So much passion. And so much hurt. But it's
only in Archer's silence that we might just find what we need to heal . . . and live. Includes
an exclusive extended epilogue from Archer's POV! Named one of the "Top Romance
Novels of All Time" by Goodreads! A New York Times, USA Today, and Wall Street
Journal bestseller!
A prophet has is about to board a ship home after 12 years in exile, when he is stopped by a
group of people. His teachings to them, discussing love, marriage, crime, freedom and law
among many other aspects of everyday life, form the 26 poetic essays of Gibran's work.
The work has been a bestseller since its first publication.
THE Carmelite Order was originally devoted to a purely contemplative life. Its members
lived as hermits on Mount Carmel, striving to imitate the holy prophets Elias and Eliseus.
According to their Rule—which, given about A.D. 1210, records the customs observed by
these hermits since they became a body corporate—they spent their time in or near their
cells, meditating on the law of the Lord day and night, repairing only once a day to the
oratory to hear mass. They said their office or their Paters privately, and took their more
than frugal meals in solitude. James de Vitry thus speaks of these hermits: ‘Others,
following the example of Elias, that holy anchorite and great prophet, embraced the
eremitical life on Mount Carmel, chiefly on the part overlooking the town of Porphyry,
now called Caiffa, near the fountain of Elias, not far from the monastery of S. Margaret,
Virgin. There living in small cells, like bee-hives, they made a sweet spiritual honey
Aeterna Press
The Ivy Chronicles
The Reforming of Matthew Dunn
Because of Winn-Dixie
The Book of Adam and Eve: Also Called the Conflict of Adam and Eve with
Sweetness and Lightning 12

One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who are you?"
and "Where does the world come from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a
correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique
novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of
philosophy.
Pepper has been hopelessly in love with her best friend's brother, Hunter, for, like, ever. He's
the key to everything she's always craved: security, stability, family. But she needs Hunter to
notice her as more than just a friend. Even though she's kissed exactly one guy, she has the
perfect plan to go from novice to rock star in the bedroom: take a few pointers from someone
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who knows what he's doing. Her college roommates have the perfect teacher in mind. But
bartender Reece is nothing like the player Pepper expects. Yes, he's beyond gorgeous, but
he's also dangerous and deep—with a troubled past. Soon what started as a lesson in
attraction is turning both their worlds upside down, and showing them just what can happen
when you go past foreplay and get to what's real. . . .
Pastoral Rule, written around 590 A.D. by Pope Gregory I , outlines the role of the clergy. It
was immensely influential, and Byzantine Emperor Maurice ordered that it be translated into
Greek and given to every bishop.
After you have read The Spirits’ Book, you will no longer have any reason to fear death.
The Spirits’ Book will provide you with the answers to nearly all the questions you may
have with regards to the origin, nature and destiny of each and every soul on earth – and
those of other worlds as well. It also addresses the issues of God, creation, moral laws and the
nature of spirits and their relationships with humans. The book contains answers that were
dictated to mediums by highly evolved spirits who love God. The Spirits’ Book is the initial
landmark publication of a Doctrine that has made a profound impact on the thought and
view of life of a considerable portion of humankind since the first French edition was
published in 1857.
Coming in from the Cold
Bodies and Souls
A Novel
To the Lighthouse
Safe Distance
From the acclaimed Nobel Prize winner, a passionate, profound story of love and obsession
that brings us back and forth in time, as a narrative is assembled from the emotions, hopes,
fears, and deep realities of Black urban life. In the winter of 1926, when everybody
everywhere sees nothing but good things ahead, Joe Trace, middle-aged door-to-door
salesman of Cleopatra beauty products, shoots his teenage lover to death. At the funeral,
Joe’s wife, Violet, attacks the girl’s corpse. This novel “transforms a familiar refrain of jilted
love into a bold, sustaining time of self-knowledge and discovery. Its rhythms are
infectious” (People). "The author conjures up worlds with complete authority and makes no
secret of her angst at the injustices dealt to Black women.” —The New York Times Book
Review
TREATISE ON THE LOVE OF GOD SAINT FRANCIS DE SALES — A Catholic Classic! —
Includes Over 600 Active Linked Endnotes — Includes an Active Index, Table of Contents
and Layered NCX Navigation — Includes Illustrations by Gustave Dore Publisher: Available
in Paperback: ISBN-13: 978-1-78379-449-2 This Treatise which I now present you, may be
in some way serviceable to you, and that in it you will meet with many wholesome
considerations which you would not elsewhere so easily find. We all look towards the glory
of holy love. My intention is only to represent simply and naively, without art, still more
without false colors, the history of the birth, progress, decay, operations, properties,
advantages and excellences of divine love. PUBLISHER: CATHOLIC WAY PUBLISHING
Alpine ski champion Dane "Danger" Hollister does not do relationships, though he has an
excellent reason. No woman would ever say "I do" to a guy whose faulty DNA will
eventually cost him everything: his spot on the U.S. ski team, his endorsements and the
ability to fly downhill at ninety miles per hour. While Willow Reade moved to rural Vermont
to get back to the land, that wasn't meant to include a night stranded in her vehicle during
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a blizzard. Luckily, the hot ski racer she practically ran off the road has granola bars and a
sleeping bag and is happy to share. Maybe it's the close quarters, maybe it's the snow, but
soon the two are sharing a lot more than conversation. Yet neither can guess how their
spontaneous passion will uncork Dane's ugly secret and Willow's tentative peace with her
own choices. Only their mutual trust and bravery can end the pain and give Willow and
Dane a shot at hard-won happiness. "A deeply romantic story that warms with slow-burn
eroticism and genuine insight into loss and love. Sarina Bowen's debut glows with
intelligence and a lovely sweetness." —Mary Ann Rivers, author of Live "Coming In from
the Cold was a perfect slump busting read, and good for vacation, too." —Sarah Wendell
(Smart Bitches Trashy Books), KIRKUS Reviews
Selected from sermons delivered by C. S. Lewis during World War II, these nine addresses
offer guidance and inspiration in a time of great doubt.These are ardent and lucid sermons
that provide a compassionate vision of Christianity.
Treatise on the Love of God
A Time to Heal
Weight of Glory
Of All Times and All Lands
Archer's Voice
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and
remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will
see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around
the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute
this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on
the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant
marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
A fascinating persuasive history of how sugar has shaped the world,
from European colonies to our modern diets In this eye-opening study,
Sidney Mintz shows how Europeans and Americans transformed sugar from
a rare foreign luxury to a commonplace necessity of modern life, and
how it changed the history of capitalism and industry. He discusses
the production and consumption of sugar, and reveals how closely
interwoven are sugar's origins as a "slave" crop grown in Europe's
tropical colonies with is use first as an extravagant luxury for the
aristocracy, then as a staple of the diet of the new industrial
proletariat. Finally, he considers how sugar has altered work
patterns, eating habits, and our diet in modern times. "Like sugar,
Mintz is persuasive, and his detailed history is a real treat." -San
Francisco Chronicle
THE MILLION COPY INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER Drawn from 3,000 years of
the history of power, this is the definitive guide to help readers
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achieve for themselves what Queen Elizabeth I, Henry Kissinger, Louis
XIV and Machiavelli learnt the hard way. Law 1: Never outshine the
master Law 2: Never put too much trust in friends; learn how to use
enemies Law 3: Conceal your intentions Law 4: Always say less than
necessary. The text is bold and elegant, laid out in black and red
throughout and replete with fables and unique word sculptures. The 48
laws are illustrated through the tactics, triumphs and failures of
great figures from the past who have wielded - or been victimised by
- power. ___________________________________ (From the Playboy
interview with Jay-Z, April 2003) PLAYBOY: Rap careers are usually
over fast: one or two hits, then styles change and a new guy comes
along. Why have you endured while other rappers haven't? JAY-Z: I
would say that it's from still being able to relate to people. It's
natural to lose yourself when you have success, to start surrounding
yourself with fake people. In The 48 Laws of Power, it says the worst
thing you can do is build a fortress around yourself. I still got the
people who grew up with me, my cousin and my childhood friends. This
guy right here (gestures to the studio manager), he's my friend, and
he told me that one of my records, Volume Three, was wack. People set
higher standards for me, and I love it.
Chris Matlock, a wounded and weary ex-soldier, just wants peace in
his life, and he believes he’s found it when he visits Matthew and
Jenny Bontrager. He envies their happiness and simple life but
doesn’t believe that that life is meant for him. When he meets
Matthew’s sister, Hannah, a small spark of hope flares within him.
Despite the clash of cultures between the former military man and the
pacifist Amish woman, Chris and Hannah fall in love. Chris settles
into life in the community, helping Matthew with the farm. Then the
threats begin. At first, Chris plans to leave in order to protect
Hannah. Then he discovers who his enemy is and realizes that he must
stay and face his adversary, even if it means revealing a secret he
hoped would remain buried forever.
Sweetness and Power
All Quiet on the Western Front
The Tale of the Five, Volume One
A Novel About the History of Philosophy

Described by Virginia Woolf herself as ‘easily the best of
my books’, and by her husband Leonard as a ‘masterpiece’, To
the Lighthouse, first published in 1927, is one of the
milestones of Modernism. Set on the Isle of Skye, over a
decade spanning the First World War, the narrative centres
on the Ramsay family, and is framed by Mrs Ramsay’s promise
to take a trip to the lighthouse the next day – a promise
which isn’t to be fulfilled for a decade. Flowing from
character to character and from year to year, the novel
paints a moving portrait of love, loss and perception.
Bearing all the hallmarks of Woolf’s prose, with her
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delicate handling of the complexities of human
relationships, To the Lighthouse has earned its reputation –
frequently appearing in lists of the best novels of the
twentieth century, it has lost not an iota of brilliance.
Celaena has survived deadly contests and shattering
heartbreak-but at an unspeakable cost. Now, she must travel
to a new land to confront her darkest truth . . . a truth
about her heritage that could change her life-and her futureforever. Meanwhile, brutal and monstrous forces are
gathering on the horizon, intent on enslaving her world.
Will Celaena find the strength to not only fight her inner
demons, but to take on the evil that is about to be
unleashed? The bestselling series that has captured readers
all over the world reaches new heights in this sequel to the
New York Times best-selling Crown of Midnight. Packed with
heart-pounding action, fierce new characters, and swoonworthy romance, this third book will enthrall readers from
start to finish.
SpanPublished in 1865 and edited by abolitionist L. Maria
Child, The Freedmens Book was intended to be used to teach
recently freed African Americans to read and to provide them
with inspiration. Thirsting for education, Freedmen were
eagerly enrolling in any schools that would accept them.
Child saw a need for texts and provided one of collected
stories and poems written by former slaves and noted
abolitionists, herself included./span
An exceptional novel from the best-selling author of the
modern classic City of Night, Bodies and Souls is a portrait
of modern Los Angeles on an epic scale, "the most spiritual
and physical of cities." Gorgeous, seedy, and striving, the
Los Angeles of Rechy's imagination is a magnetic city that
draws to it the nation's brightest and darkest
energies--characters that include a female porn superstar; a
young Chicano punk-rock fan; a Bel Air matron and her
tyrannical husband, a Supreme Court judge; an aging male
stripper; a black maid with apocalyptic visions; and a
cynical TV anchorwoman. Through this rich tapestry of human
struggle, Rechy paints a lush portrait of a paradise lost
but also a heroic odyssey in search of redemption.
The Secret, Book & Scone Society
Pucked Love
The True Story of an Elite Athlete Who Rebuilt His Leg, His
Life, and His Career
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Come Back to Me
Quilts of Lancaster County One forbidden love. Two broken hearts. Three little things.
Hattie Waltz should forget the troubled neighbor leaving for
boot camp in 1917. He forgot about her ages ago. It had always
been the Waltzs verses the Kregers, his family pitted against
hers. When she hands him a farewell gift, a chemistry lesson
unfolds. The good kind. Arno Kreger can't leave Iowa or his old
man fast enough. He's eager to prove his worth on the
battlefield and stop blaming himself for his brother's death.
Before entering the train, he bumps into Hattie. He's loved her
forever, always from the sidelines, because nobody crosses
Hattie's pa. One innocent letter soon morphs into many. Arno and
Hattie share three little secrets in each letter and grow closer
together. But he's on his way to a war across the ocean, and
she's still in her father's house. Their newfound love will need
to survive dangers on both fronts.
In this heart-wrenching tale of love and loss, a young Marine
and his best friend’s sister plunge into a forbidden love affair
while he’s home on leave. When a Marine Chaplain knocks on her
door, Jessa’s heart breaks—someone she loves is dead. Killed in
action, but is it Riley or Kit? Her brother or her boyfriend…
Three months earlier, Marine Kit Ryan finds himself back home on
leave and dangerously drawn to his best friend Riley’s sister,
Jessa—the one girl he can’t have. Exhausted from fighting his
feelings, Kit finally gives in, and Jessa isn’t strong enough to
resist diving headfirst into a passionate relationship. But what
was just supposed to be a summer romance develops into something
far greater than either of them expected. Jessa’s finally found
the man of her dreams and Kit’s finally discovered there’s
someone he’d sacrifice everything for. When it’s time for Kit to
redeploy, neither one is ready to say goodbye. Jessa vows to
wait for him and Kit promises to come home to her. No matter
what. But as Jessa stands waiting for the Marine Chaplain to
break her heart, she can’t help but feel that Kit has broken his
promise… Riley or Kit? Kit or Riley? Her brother or her
boyfriend? Who’s coming home to her?
A Marine veteran finds a chance for redemption and romance in
this novel from the New York Times–bestselling author of Wind
River Undercover. Not so long ago, Reese Lockhart was commanding
a company of Marines. Now his life is spiraling out of control.
The Bar C ranch outside Jackson Hole, Wyoming may be his last
chance to save himself . . . Shaylene Crawford, an Afghanistan
veteran herself, knows all too well the demons of PTSD—that’s
why she’s determined to turn her family’s cattle ranch into a
place where wounded warriors can work, find a home, and rebuild
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their souls. Her embittered father nearly drank and gambled the
place away, but with help from a small crew of vets—including
the newest arrival, the quietly compelling Reese Lockhart—she
intends to hold on to her dream. And when someone tries to
destroy that dream, Reese will do whatever it takes to defend
her . . . Second in the series! Praise for Wind River Rancher
“Powerful…will lure readers in from the very first
page.”—Publishers Weekly
First in the mystery series from the New York Times-bestselling
author: “Anyone who loves novels that revolve around books will
savor this tasty treat.”—Library Journal (starred review) A
quirky club in small-town North Carolina holds the keys to
health, happiness, friendship—and even solving a murder—all to
be found within the pages of the right book… Strangers flock to
Miracle Springs hoping the natural hot springs, five-star
cuisine, and renowned spa can cure their ills. If none of that
works, they often find their way to Miracle Books, where, over a
fresh-baked “comfort” scone, they exchange their stories with
owner Nora Pennington in return for a carefully chosen book.
That’s Nora’s special talent—prescribing the perfect novel to
ease a person’s deepest pain. So when a visiting businessman
reaches out for guidance, Nora knows exactly how to help. But
before he can keep their appointment, he’s found dead on the
train tracks. Stunned, Nora forms the Secret, Book, and Scone
Society, a group of damaged souls yearning to earn redemption by
helping others. To join, members must divulge their darkest
secret—the terrible truth that brought each of them to Miracle
Springs in the first place. Now, determined to uncover the truth
behind the businessman’s demise, the women meet in Nora’s cozy
bookstore. And as they untangle a web of corruption, they also
discover their own courage, purpose, and a sisterhood that will
carry them through every challenge—proving it’s never too late
to turn the page and start over… “Adams kicks off a new series
featuring strong women, a touch of romance and mysticism, and
both the cunning present-day mystery and the slowly revealed
secrets of the intriguing heroines’ pasts.”—Kirkus Reviews
Three Little Things
Dark Ghost
The Book of the Courtier
The Ascent of Mount Carmel
A Book of Golden Deeds
I AM SO IN LOVE WITH YOU CHARLIE, I CAN'T SEE STRAIGHT.Ex-Commando
Deck Johnston has a busy life. He is the boss of a successful construction
company. The Co-Founder and Sergeant At Arms of the Wounded Souls MC. And
he is a single father to a three-year old Blue-eyed raven-haired princess, who has
a liking for swearing,guns, cammo and pink tutu's.Deck's life is full. and he isn't
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looking for anything more.
A classic tale by Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo, America's beloved storyteller.
One summer’s day, ten-year-old India Opal Buloni goes down to the local
supermarket for some groceries – and comes home with a dog. But Winn-Dixie is
no ordinary dog. It’s because of Winn-Dixie that Opal begins to make friends.
And it’s because of Winn-Dixie that she finally dares to ask her father about her
mother, who left when Opal was three. In fact, as Opal admits, just about
everything that happens that summer is because of Winn-Dixie. Featuring a new
cover illustration by E. B. Lewis and an excerpt of Kate DiCamillo's newest novel,
Raymie Nightingale.
Taking refuge in fairy tales after the loss of his mother, twelve-year-old David
finds himself violently propelled into an imaginary land in which the boundaries
of fantasy and reality are disturbingly melded. By the author of The Black Angel.
75,000 first printing.
In this captivating novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling series, a wounded
warrior and a woman on the run find salvation, passion and unimaginable danger
in the ghostly darkness of the Carpathian Mountains… Monk. Bounty hunter.
Vampire slayer. Andre Boroi has spent centuries battling the undead, holding out
against the dark with honor. But now, gravely wounded by master vampire Costin
Popescu, Andre will be easy to track. His only chance is to disappear into the
gray mist of the Carpathians. To wait. To hope. In the mountains in search of a
precious crystal, geologist Teagan Joanes suddenly finds herself hunted by
those she once trusted. Then she comes across the warrior—wounded, wanting
and irresistible. Andre has been craving her for an eternity: his lifemate. Her
warmth envelops him. Her scent pulsates. And with every beat of her heart,
Teagan surrenders to a passion she can’t possibly comprehend...
Odyssey
Earth Bound
Sophie's World
Jazz
The spirits’ book

Broken in body and spirit, she secludes herself in the
mystical wilderness of a Georgia island. Can she find
herself in the sweetness of old songs, old ways, and the
gentle magic of the river people? "Kimberly Brock has an
amazing voice and a huge heart; The River Witch welcomes the
reader to a haunted landscape, authentically Southern, where
the tragedies of the past and the most fragile, gorgeous
kind of love-soaked hope are equally alive. This is one
debut that you absolutely should not miss."-Joshilyn
Jackson, New York Times Bestselling Author of Gods in
Alabama "Kimberly Brock's The River Witch achieves what
splendid writing ought to achieve-story and character that
linger in the reader's consciousness. Such is the power of
Roslyn Byrne, who retreats to Manny's Island, Georgia, in
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search of herself, only to discover her great need of
others. Tender and intriguing, often dazzling in its prose,
this is a mature work of fiction worthy of the celebration
of praise."-Terry Kay, internationally known author of the
classic novel, To Dance With The White Dog "There is magic
and wonder in The River Witch, but the real enchantment here
is the strength of the characters Roslyn and Damascus. Their
voices are the current that carries the reader along in this
compelling tale of healing and discovery."- Sharyn McCrumb,
New York Times Bestselling Author, The Ballad of Tom Dooley
"With lyrical prose, Kimberly Brock explores the hidden
places of the heart. The River Witch is a magical and
bewitching story that, like a river, winds its way through
the soul. In the voices of her wounded characters, Brock
takes us through both the breaking and the healing of a
life." -Patti Callahan Henry, New York Times Bestselling
Author of The Perfect Love Song Kimberly Brock is a native
Southerner, a former actor and special needs educator. Her
work has appeared in anthologies and magazines. She lives
with her husband and three children north of Atlanta,
Georgia. The River Witch is her first novel. Visit her at
KimberlyBrockBooks.com.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan
returns to the mysterious coastal town of Sea Haven where a
woman is stalked by her inescapable past in the fourth novel
in the Sisters of the Heart series. On the shores of Sea
Haven, six women touched by great loss have come together in
a sisterhood strengthened by the elements—a bond each will
need as new love and danger enter their lives... After
escaping from a cult, Lexi found refuge with her sisters on
the farm that more than sustained her body—it nurtured her
soul as well. But she never forgot the terror she left
behind or the always present fear that the cult would find
her again, and claim her. Then her nightmare came true. Lexi
was discovered and threatened—only to be suddenly saved by a
stranger. He is Gavriil Prakenskii, and he’s awestruck by
the woman he’s rescued. She is destined for him. He can feel
it in his soul. But how can Lexi find happiness with a man
steeped in secrets and shadows, one intimately acquainted
with violence, and whose very love could be the death of
them?
Considered by many the greatest war novel of all time, All
Quiet on the Western Front is Erich Maria Remarque’s
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masterpiece of the German experience during World War I. I
am young, I am twenty years old; yet I know nothing of life
but despair, death, fear, and fatuous superficiality cast
over an abyss of sorrow. . . . This is the testament of Paul
Bäumer, who enlists with his classmates in the German army
during World War I. They become soldiers with youthful
enthusiasm. But the world of duty, culture, and progress
they had been taught breaks in pieces under the first
bombardment in the trenches. Through years of vivid horror,
Paul holds fast to a single vow: to fight against the
principle of hate that meaninglessly pits young men of the
same generation but different uniforms against one another .
. . if only he can come out of the war alive. “The world has
a great writer in Erich Maria Remarque. He is a craftsman of
unquestionably first rank, a man who can bend language to
his will. Whether he writes of men or of inanimate nature,
his touch is sensitive, firm, and sure.”—The New York Times
Book Review
A sorcerous swordsmith desperate to achieve true power. His
stubbornly nonmagical sword. His princely runaway lover. His
hungry new fire elemental. Put them all together, and what
can possibly go wrong?Herewiss is the only man in centuries
to possess the Power of the blue Flame, but he can't use or
control it - not even to help his friend and lover Freelorn,
prince of Arlen, exiled from his native land and pursued
across the Middle Kingdoms by the usurpers' allies. Invoking
perilous sorceries and the even more dangerous assistance of
the fire elemental Sunspark, Herewiss manages to rout the
armies besieging Freelorn and his little band of followers,
and free his loved. Together they flee east to seek
temporary refuge in the mysterious lands near the edge of
the world they know.But now Herewiss faces a devastating
choice. His time to master the blue Fire is running out.
Should he abandon his fruitless search and join Freelorn in
his fight to regain his kingdom? Or should he seek out the
ancient keep in the Waste where doors lead into other worldsperhaps even the door whose use will teach him to control
the Power that he must master or die?...The Door Into Fire,
first novel set in Diane Duane's award-winning Middle
Kingdoms universe, opens a fantastic saga of power, magic
and friendship that has become a cult classic for its
uniquely inclusive take on epic fantasy and its
unforgettable characters.
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Heir of Fire
Pastoral Rule
The 48 Laws Of Power
Driven to Ride
The Prophet
A high-octane memoir of unflappable determination from an X-Games and
Paralympics champion When "Monster" Mike Schultz won snowboarding gold in
Pyeongchang, South Korea, it was the culmination of a decade of reinvention, in
every sense of the word. Ten years earlier he'd lain bleeding on the side of a
mountain after a devastating snowmobile accident. Now he stood tall on the
Paralympic podium, supported by a prosthetic knee and foot of his own creation.
Driven to Ride chronicles Schultz's improbable journey following a lifesaving
amputation. From a place of debilitating pain and depression, he tapped into the
same sense of adventure that had once taken him to the top of competitive
snowmobile racing and followed it to the pinnacle of an entirely new sport:
adaptive snowboarding. As he launched himself into the world of adaptive sports,
Schultz's ambition was only tempered by his need for better
equipment—prostheses that could withstand the vibrations of a motocross bike or
the impact of rough terrain. His obsessive tinkering, without any formal
engineering background, has presented yet another new path designing
innovative prostheses for athletes and wounded military veterans. Inspiring and
thrilling in equal measure, this is a singular story of uncommon strength,
ingenuity, and seizing golden opportunities.
From This Moment
The Book of Lost Things
His Sweetness
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